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Speaker for September 20th, 2015
Trevor Harding
- Managing Geopathic Stress -

T

revor has many years experience with
dowsing water and earth energies. He
lives on a farm in rural NSW and has plenty
of chances to use his skills for his own benefit.
Trevor will talk about his extensive experiences with dowsing, especially geopathic
stress and earth energies.
This is an important presentation as these affect nearly all of us and
our environment, including gardens, plants, trees and animals.
Very few houses are geopathic stress free; it is most commonly
found in front of kitchen sinks and office desks, especially if there
is a computer. Other common places are on the master bed, with
health consequences for the occupants. These are the places we
spend most time in, so it is important to be able to detect and fix
any possibilities of geopathic stress in these areas.
Trevor will explain and show how these detrimental energy lines or
vortexs can easily be neutralised, by treating the centre of one of the
vortexs, which will neutralise all other harmful related energies in
the house area.
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From the Editor

F

rom time to time it is good to be reminded of our Mission Statement
and the Code of Ethical Conduct of our Society. You will find both
below.
Our website has been improved with the addition of an index for the
newsletter articles, both in Title and Author order. Our website is the
most comprehensive website about dowsing and this addition makes
it more user-friendly, allowing visitors to access more than 300 articles
within almost 6 years worth of newsletters.
Until next time..							François

Mission Statement
The Dowsers Society of NSW Inc. aims to provide a forum for dowsers to meet and exchange ideas and experiences; to support and promote effective and responsible dowsing; and to provide education,
training and information about dowsing and allied subjects.

Code of Ethical Conduct
The Dowsers Society of NSW Inc. supports, encourages and promotes dowsing in a manner consistent with the highest standards of
personal integrity and behaviour.
We believe that dowsing activities should be practised with modesty
and discretion when dealing with others; speak your truth quietly
and clearly, but feel superior to none.
Dowse for the good of all, with honesty, truthfulness and respect,
especially to those who may not share your beliefs. Keep an open
mind and a willingness to learn. We are all beginners.			
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Where Are the Open Minds?
How our subconscious minds
can unlock many of Nature’s secrets
By David Kennett

M

y name is David Kennett and I live in Western Australia. All my
life I have had a fascination for dowsing (referred to in some countries as divining) but, like many people, I was scared of it. With my scientific education I could not come to terms with the responses of the
dowsing rod. Furthermore, I only associated it with looking for water. I
only started exploring the range of dowsing applications more fully in
1998, when I developed considerable concern for the state of the environment - both locally and worldwide - I wanted to ‘try to do my bit’ to
save the planet.
Dowsing is an inherent talent that we all possess. It is simply a development of the intuition that we all use on a day-to-day basis often without
even being aware of it. Unfortunately for generations the early churches,
who were the educators, employed very persuasive techniques to discourage people from developing their intuitive talents. Probably because they
realised it could reduce the power they had over the people.
Reinforced over generations to this day many people feel it is some sort
of ‘black magic’ or ‘witchcraft’. Without even attempting to develop their
own talent, they will ridicule people who, like myself, have developed
their ability over many years. In the past, many things were simply accepted without question, and when science came up with explanations,
they became ‘acceptable’.
It is now well recognised that many environmental problems are the result of excessive land clearing to provide space for agriculture, in order to
feed a burgeoning world population. However, over 30% of the land
cleared for agriculture has become so degraded it is no longer productive:
even so, land clearing carries on relentlessly. In due course, the entire
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Australian continent could
end up as one big desert island.
Consider the quote from
Pimentel et al in 1994:
“During the past 40 years
nearly one-third of the
world’s cropland (1.5 billion hectares) has been abandoned because of soil erosion and degradation.”
Source: David Pimentel and Mario Giampietro, Food, Land, Population and the U.S. Economy, Nov. 1994.
With 70% of the planet’s land mass designated as ‘arid’ and or ‘semi –
arid’ - as is 90% of the Australian continent; it would seem logical to try
to develop methods that would enable trees to be grown on abandoned
land, in some of the less challenging parts of the low rainfall regions, in
an attempt to address climate change and other environmental problems.
If this could be achieved there is every possibility, that, in due course,
agriculture will be able to move into those areas.
Methods and technologies have been developed that successfully plant
and establish trees ‘out of season’ (i.e. in the height of summer with 40oC
temperatures and no rain). What makes this all the more remarkable is
that it has been achieved in a semi-arid region of Western Australia without the use of chemical herbicides, fertilisers or irrigation.
This article explains how these methodologies were developed. It is hoped
to find people, who can contribute promotional skills to get the methods
accepted and taught, for the benefit of mankind and the planet.
My initial thought was that trees would have a better chance of longterm survival in low rainfall regions if they were planted over underground streams - detected by dowsing. However, having evolved to grow
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2015
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in low rainfall regions, it was noticed that endemic Australian
trees do not like to grow in such
locations. In fact, they get drawn
down to the ground, their resulting shape rendering them unsuitable for timber, except for
niche markets.
However, the process had been
proven sufficiently well to motivate me to purchase some highly degraded land in a semi-arid region of Western Australia, where, since 2001,
over a million trees have been planted. Observing the varied performance
of the trees made me decide to investigate whether dowsing could answer
numerous questions that have sprung to mind.
Now, having made many amazing discoveries, I feel compelled to share
my findings so that other people can be more effective at helping to address the enormous environmental problems facing us now, and into the
future.
With some of the most infertile soils on the planet, annual rainfall of less
than 400mm/annum (predominantly in winter, June to August here in
the Southern Hemisphere) and temperatures that can soar to 50oC
(122oF), the initial challenge was simply to achieve high survival rates.
The concept was to try to emulate Nature and to establish trees without
the use of any chemical herbicides, fertilisers or irrigation. In 2002, we
tried planting with the ‘winter rains’, as everyone does here (June - August), but every tree died due to competition from weeds and drought
conditions. With tree-farm nurseries having many orders cancelled due
to the drought, we acquired more trees at a much-reduced cost, and subsequently planted them in September and October.
Amazingly, their survival rate was exceptional! I felt that it was due to the
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fact that all the weeds had died naturally at the end of their life cycle
(eliminating their competition) - and the fact that I had planted the trees
VERY deeply (albeit not intentionally, but due to the fact that a fault
with my tractor made it impossible to control the planting depth properly).
The results spoke for themselves so, inevitably, I decided to plant all my
trees ‘late and deep’ from then on.
As the trees have grown, it has become clear how important it is to match
the species and varieties to soil types, which can vary dramatically over
very short distances. However, that is easier said than done, as what is
seen on the surface does not necessarily reflect what is below. It is most
upsetting to have trees grow well for several years, only to see them die
‘en masse’ in an area, for no apparent reason.
The predominant tree species in Australia are eucalypts, acacias and melaleucas - and the soil changes that occur at considerable depths appear to
influence many of them.
It was discovered that the dowsing rod enables one to determine precisely where the ‘significant changes in soil type occur’ that influence the
suitability for planting different trees. One is able to follow along and to
record the ‘demarcation lines’ using a dowsing rod and an iPhone, with a
suitable mapping application.
The mapped lines are then overlaid on a Google Earth image of the properly. The soil changes that influence particular species can be mapped in
different colours on different layers. Ground penetrating electronic equipment can do this to some extent, but certainly not down to the depths to
which the roots of some of the trees grow - and at considerable expense.
Thanks to generously being loaned an EM38 that measures the electromagnetic conductivity of soil, this has been done - and there is a remarkable correlation between the two.
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2015
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The demarcation lines are ploughed as they are dowsed, and subsequently planted with trees that will have large canopies so, in due course, they
will be visible on Google Earth.
In any given row of trees being planted, it might be desirable to change
the types of eucalypts (say) 3 times, while the acacia types might need to
be changed 5 times and the melaleucas 8 times.
It is impossible to have the mental dexterity to take full advantage of the
knowledge and plant quickly by hand or in a machine, but I have in
mind a concept whereby a computer program could make it easier for
people to plant precisely the right types of trees, to suit every patch of soil
over vast areas.
Another observation is that the trees of any given species and variety vary
in performance for some reason other than soil type.
Using the dowsing rod again, I discovered that one is able to locate ‘ideal
positions’ for plants. It is my belief that, without any awareness of what
they are doing, people with ‘a green thumb’, who have a gift for growing
anything, intuitively ‘know’ where to plant their plants.
If one asks for ‘the best positions for a eucalypt’, you will be guided to positions that form a grid pattern oriented to the north-west and north-east.
If you are then more specific, and name the types of eucalypt, you will
discover other overlaying grid patterns for each of them. The individual
eucalypt varieties have positions that surround the ‘eucalypt position’.
In a future edition of this newsletter, David Kennett will explain more of
the factors that he feels have enabled him to establish such a remarkable
survival rate for his trees.
Auria ®Auria is Australia of the future when salt has been removed. ™
‘Auria’, PO Box 63, Dowerin, WA 6461, Mob: 0427 600 024
Email: info@auria.net.au, Web: auria.net.au
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Dowser Heal Thyself
By John Richardson

A

s I approached the shop I became aware of having a mild
head-ache. Not having any dowsing gear with me, I simply did the
dowsing action with my fingers
and my mind. Only minutes later
the head-ache was gone. There
was no pain!
Years later I was experiencing a
few body aches when I recalled
that earlier experience. I thought
- why not use the same technique again?
Whilst being aware of the pain that was present in my back, I took my
L-Rod in my hand of choice, went into my dowsing-mode and said aloud,
“I have pain in my back! Gather in all the negative energies associated with
this pain, turn them over in the energy scale and transpose the negative energies to positive energies.” The L-Rod swung out to the outside of my body
and then swung inwards across my body, touched my chest, and then
swung back to the front and was still. After a short time the pain was less.
The following morning - what a relief - the pain was gone. I could stand
and walk without my previous problems!
Later I was having trouble with my breathing due to sinus blockage. A
repeat of the dowsing treatment was successful.
My confidence was up - I was on a roll, “How could I help others with this
treatment?”
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2015
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PROBLEM - How many times have you heard experienced dowsers say,
“I tried healing but it didn’t work for me? It’s not my thing. I’ll stick with
what I do.”
TO THOSE DOWSERS - Do what I did. Work on your own aches and
problem areas first. Feel the change take place in your body using the
skills you already have perfected in dowsing.
You have read many time the medical profession being extolled - “Physician Heal Thyself.” To my fellow dowsers, I humbly say to you – “Dowsers
Heal Thyself.”
Many dowsers have trouble transferring their intent-to-heal to another
person.
Here is what works for me:
• Hold the person’s hand which physically includes them in your energy-loop.
• Have them concentrate on their ache that you are going to heal.
• You do the L-rod (tool of choice) work whilst in your dowsing mode.
• Work with the understanding that the healing is going to continue
working.
• The healing may be instantaneous or a gradual reduction of the pain,
swelling etc.
The next step is healing at a distance with telephone connection, and finally remote healing.
YOU ARE ALREADY TRAINED IN THE HARDEST PART!
TAKE THE NEXT STEP….DOWSER HEAL THYSELF!
Enjoy.
Page 10
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Increasing Nutrient Assimilation of Food
Through Dowsing
By Garry van Dijk
Reprinted from the Canadian Society of Dowsers, Summer 2010

W

hether you grow your vegetables in your backyard, or
buy them from the local grocer, the
quality of your food is directly affected by how well you digest and
metabolize it. If you, like approximately 80% of the North American
population, have poor digestion,
you will not be able to utilize all the
nutrients that your meals have to
offer.
A simple overview of how your digestive tract operates is this:
1) The Mouth - food is broken
down into smaller pieces through
chewing. This action allows for a
much larger surface area to be exposed so that the natural digestive enzymes can go to work and break it down further. Carbohydrate digestion
begins here (proteins will not break down in the mouth - just try holding
a piece of beef in your mouth for an hour to see what happens!).
2) The Stomach - The stomach is about the same size as your fully
opened hand, and it sits just at your bottom left rib. The first portion of
the stomach is responsible for stimulating the release of stomach acid and
digestive factors. This includes releasing enzymes that are naturally found
in the food you have just consumed! (Virtually all food comes with the
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2015
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required enzymes to break it down. It’s just whether or not these enzymes
have been de-activated through cooking etc. or not.)
Protein and fat digestion begins here. The presence of proteins and fat in
the stomach stimulate a number of actions within the body. The one we
shall concern ourselves with here is the production of bile in the Liver.
3) Depending on meal size and contents, the stomach will begin dumping its contents into the intestinal tract between 45 minutes and 2 hrs.
after consumption. It then begins its long journey down the 22 feet of
small intestines where most of the available nutrients will be absorbed.
4) Fats from the grains, seeds, nuts, and/or meats that we have consumed signal the gall bladder to release its stored bile (the gallbladder is
merely a reservoir for the bile that is manufactured by the liver). This bile
emulsifies the fat molecules, enabling them to be taken up by the body
and utilized.
It is imperative for the body to be able to use the fats from our foods for
the activation and storage of our fats soluble vitamins (A, D, E, & K), as
well as for neurotransmitter production and cell wall structure.
5) Eventually what is left of our meal, combined with additional byproducts of metabolism, is ushered through the large intestine (colon)
and eventually out of the body.
Any interruption in this system
will lead to poor assimilation of
nutrients, and eventually to nutrient deficiencies, which can lead
to eventual disease states.
This interruption usually begins
in the fields and pastures where
our food is being grown. Fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, growth
Page 12
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hormones etc. are all unnatural substances that get used in commercial
food growing practices. Unfortunately they remain in our foods after
production, and our bodies don’t recognize these substances.
This slows the utilization of much of these foods, as our body will tag
them as toxins and the detoxification process must begin. However, the
digestive tract doesn’t slow down, and often food is pushed through before it is able to be used.
Another contributing factor to mal-absorption of nutrients is inactive or
deactivated (dead) enzymes due to food processing and/or overcooking.
Without going into too much detail - enzymes require specific triggers to
become active, or inactive in the body. High heat, or chemical processing
often switch these digestive enzymes off, or in many cases, deactivate
them indefinitely.
Studies have shown that the standard Western diet has led to the steady
decline in digestive factors in all ages of our society. Combine that with
the fact that stomach acid production declines after the age of 40 in most
individuals leading to poor protein, and fat digestion and we end up with
an aged society with major nutritional imbalances that can potentially be
at the root of most disease states.
So how does dowsing tie into this, you may ask?
With dowsing, one can select which food items to take home from the
grocery store, and which ones to leave behind. This is fantastic providing
your body has the ability to fully utilize ALL the available nutrients in
that food, but as we’ve discovered most people can’t. Do not be dismayed,
my fellow dowser, because we have a special tool. We have the tool of
connectedness.
Through your connection to your dowsing system and guides (or Spirit
team as I call them), you can increase your own digestive abilities. You
also have the ability to increase the effectiveness of the available digestive
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2015
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enzymes in the foods you are
about to eat. Setting your intention to re-activate the enzymes in your food can do this.
As simple as this sounds, it has
been a Godsend for many people who have been fighting diseases caused by nutrient deficiencies.
The most common reports from
people I have taught this technique to is: the elimination of
gas and bloating, the elimination of heartburn, increase in energy, and
the elimination of fatigue.
Interestingly, Ayurvedic teachings describe an act of conscious eating
which begins very similar to what I have described above, with the focus
on the body to increase digestion. However, it stops there, and they don’t
teach a method to re-activate enzymes (perhaps because they eat a more
raw food diet than we do).
So go forth, my fellow dowsers, and raid the local grocery stores knowing
in good faith that you can now enjoy the full benefits of what your food
has to offer!
								Garry van Dijk
Garry van Dijk is a Certified Nutritionist, member of the CSD Board of
Directors and president of SpiritSong Nutrition. He has an established practice in Oakville, Ontario and also teaches nutritional studies and energy
psychology at The Institute of Holistic Nutrition.
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Spiritual Dowsing
by Sig Lonegren
Reprinted from NZ Society of Dowsing & Radionics, June 2004

M

y interest in dowsing began in 1960 when my mother taught me
how to dowse with wire coat hangers, using as a target the underground pipe that brought water into our house. I used my dowsing skills
sporadically in the Sixties, and it wasn’t until the Summer Solstice in
1970, when my Mum took me to see the sunrise over a standing stone in
central Vermont, that I found a meaningful way to use dowsing in my
life.
On the evening before the Summer Solstice, we all gathered at Betty and
Bob Sincerbeaux’s home to hear dowser Terry Ross talk about things like
the ley system, underground water and the Summer Solstice Sunrise at
Stonehenge, and other examples of megalithic astronomy. I’d never heard
any of this before. It was fascinating!
Early the next morning, we went to a nearby sacred site, to go to an astronomical platform, to see the Summer Solstice sun rise on that day
over a standing stone in a wall fifty yards to the Northeast. After parking
the car, on the way to the platform, I came to a chamber of dry stone
construction built into the side of the hill. It was covered with Earth, and
had a facade of stone with a door in the centre. The stone chamber inside
was ten feet by twenty. Seven massive lintel stones served as the ceiling,
in the back of which was a shoe-box-sized stone-lined rectangular hole
opening to the dawning sky above.
Terry Ross briefly dowsed the chamber for Earth Energies, and then
walked on to view the Summer Solstice from the nearby astronomical
platform. I followed him and the others, but somehow I was drawn back
into the chamber. As I had come for the sunrise, I returned shortly to the
others at the platform, but once again, I found myself being drawn back
to the chamber! Again I rationalised myself back to the platform. How-
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ever, I was drawn back to the
chamber several more times, until
I finally became resigned to the
reality that I might not see the
sunrise that day.
So I stayed in the chamber and finally sat down at the centre of the
back wall and looked out the front
door. Suddenly there were twenty-two other people inside the chamber
with me.
These people had not filed in through the front door. They had simply
just materialised. They had white skin, and some had beards; they wore
white toga-like garments, and around the interior of the chamber they
were sitting cross-legged on the floor in a regular pattern, with their backs
to the walls. Three of them were sitting along the back of the wall, and
the one in the centre and I was sharing the same space! Bio-location. I
was he. I felt literally at one with these beings.
Have you ever been meditating and become aware that you are having an
especially good meditation? Then, when you say to yourself, “Gosh a
rootie Buffalo Bob, isn’t this great?” The answer is: “Not any more it isn’t.”
When you become an observer, it’s gone. That’s what happened to me
inside that stone chamber in Vermont. I said to myself something like,
“Hey this is really far out!” (‘Far out’ was ‘in’ back then in the early Seventies), and the ‘people’ in the chamber all disappeared.
I’m not even sure if the sun ever came that morning, but the essence of
Spiritual people from the past, using the extra power generated by the
Solstice, and assisted by the energies of the place and its geometry, had
broken through time to show me in a most impressive manner, that these
chambers were important for my spiritual path. I had been with these
‘people’ before, and they would be with me now.
Page 16
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Since that Solstice, spiritual growth has been my goal, and dowsing has
proved to be an invaluable tool to point the way. I have learned a great
deal about sacred space, and the use of the Earth Energies, astronomy,
sacred geometry, chanting, crystals, ceremony, and other things that enhance the possibility of heightened spiritual awareness. I have also found
that healing is an integral part of this inquiry.
This is a book for fellow travellers on the spiritual path who would like
to see if dowsing can help them along their way. With the resurgence of
interest, the old ways of using these ancient tools are being rediscovered.
Now there are people dowsing for all kinds of things from tangible water,
oil, treasure, lost objects to intangible targets like the human aura and
healing. We are now finding that we can dowse for anything - the only
limitation seems to be the dowser’s imagination and level of consciousness.
Upon re-reading ‘Spiritual Dowsing’,
which I wrote in 1986, I was pleased to
note that, in many respects, this book
still represents what I find when I dowse
today. Many of the topics that were quite
innovative when this book first came out
in 1986, are today solidly emplaced in
most intangible target dowers’ lexicons.
Many of the workshops leaders at the
1996 American Society of Dowsers Annual Convention assumed (correctly),
that the attendees were already aware of
the concept of energies detrimental to a person’s health, and many other
aspects of the Earth energies and healing.
I assume that the major reason why you are going to any sacred space in
the first place is in some ways to enhance your spiritual awareness, or to
do healing work in those realms. While learning to dowse, feeling the
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2015
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energies of the Earth is very important for someone who is new to this
kind of work.
But I must say that I now feel that the most important dowsing question
a spiritual pilgrim can ask at the sacred space, after getting permission to
be there, and creating proper protection (both discussed in this book), is:
“Where is the best place for me to put my body within this space to enhance
the possibility of goal of .... ?” (fill in the blank.) I would encourage you to
then go to that place, shut up (turn off your left brain - you can turn it
back on full-force later), pay attention, and be open to what comes.
One of my major goals for you
as a spiritual dowser is for you
to ultimately get rid of the
dowsing tools themselves and
to go ‘deviceless’.
If you are a novice in these areas, I would not encourage you
to make this shift too quickly. The tools themselves provide an element
of safety for the beginner. Dowsing is a tool that works as a bridge that
can take you from the physical to the spiritual realms. But, when working in the spiritual, for each question, you must come across the bridge
to the physical world, ask the question, and see or feel the dowsing tool
show the response.
Many neophytes get into trouble on that bridge, the zone between these
two realms. This lower astral world is where the ghosties, ghoulies, and
‘things that go bump in the night’ hang out. Precisely because the dowser
is required to make this journey relatively frequently, the novice will
quickly gain a great deal of experience in going from the physical to the
spiritual and back. This will prove to be a useful skill. Keep focused on
what you intend to do and, having to use the physical dowsing tool, will
work to protect you.
Page 18
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As far as learning more about dowsing, there is one enormous resource
that did not exist for most of humanity in 1986, but which is readily
available to most of us today. The Internet. There are all kinds of information about dowsing in cyberspace. Recently, I did a search on one of
the World Wide Web search machines using the word ‘dowsing’. There
were over eight hundred entries, and I am sure there will be many more
by the time you read this. See the section ‘Organisations’ and ‘Internet
Connections’ at the back of this book for further information on this exciting new dowsing resource.
As this book explores the spiritual aspects of dowsing, we will be focusing
on the intangible targets. This is a foreign concept for many people: looking for things that we can’t touch, taste, see, hear, or smell. Like the three
blind men ‘looking’ at the elephant, different Earth energy dowsers often
find different things at the same sacred site - especially if they were trained
by different dowsing teachers. (I call this Sig’s Hypothesis Number One).
To the empirical scientific mind that operates in the world of repeatability, this is anathema. But, not to worry. Although there are some basic
similarities that all dowsers should find, it is the differences that are so
intriguing. These differences tell each of us, as individuals, what we are
ready to handle and what we are ready to know.
Dowsing, then, is a way of knowing. (Actually, I’d rather say ‘gnowing’,
but more of that later in the book.) It’s no good to just read about dowsing, and not to experience it. This book is divided into two intermingling
parts. The text gives you the intellectual food, and the exercises give you
the practical experience. (That’s gnowing.)
The exercises will be in this kind of type.
This is a visual reminder to please do all of these exercises. Do not try to
‘do them in your head’. It is the process of actually experiencing them that
is important. In fact, if you are not willing to undertake the dowsing exercises suggested in this book, please read no further. You will just be
wasting your time. You will not have the tools at the end of the book to
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2015
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judge whether or not the material presented herein is relevant to you and
your life. You won’t know whether or not dowsing could be a useful tool
for you as a spiritual traveller. Please do the exercise.
As I write this new Foreword for the new edition of ‘Spiritual Dowsing’ ,
I have just been to the American Society of Dowsers (ASD) Annual convention in Lyndonville, Vermont. When I first joined the ASD in the
early seventies, the average participant at the Annual Convention was a
sixty-five year old male water dowser wearing a coat and tie.
By the Eighties, it was clear at these conventions that the average age of
the participants had dropped fifteen or twenty years, women began to
outnumber men, the dress code standards had changed or dropped (depending on one’s point of view); and topics like healing and the Earth
energies were challenging the water dowsers for the major interest of the
Society’s membership.
Now, at this Convention in the mid-Nineties, of the six or seven workshops that I attended, while they all dealt with the topic of dowsing, only
one teacher actually brought out and used a dowsing tool!
Deviceless dowsing is here and now, there are a considerable number of
participants in their teens, twenties and thirties. This is very heartening
for dowsing. The word is spreading. More and more people of all ages are
finding out about dowsing, and many are using this ancient tool on their
spiritual path.
May this book assist you in some small way on yours.
Preface to ‘Spiritual Dowsing’ by Sig Lonegren.
Sid Lonegreen, Lughnasad.
August 1996
Sid websites: www.geomancy.org
and
www.sunnybankgladstonbury.co.uk
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Dowsing Seminar
- Geomantic Assessment of a place & House Dowse with Alanna Moore

A

lanna Moore is Australia’s most well known
geomancer: an author, teacher and writer of
many magazine articles in her quest to spread the
wisdom of dowsing.
She specialises in dowsing for site energies, including for nature spirits and other-dimensional
beings.
Alanna has dowsed professionally and taught its applications for over 30
years, all around Australia and New Zealand, plus parts of Asia and Europe.
In 1984 she helped to found the NSW Dowsers Society. In 2003 she was
a speaker at the International Dowsing Conference, held in Manchester,
UK; and she has returned to several of the British Society of Dowsers’
annual conferences since then as a speaker and workshop leader.
In Britain she has pioneered the acceptance of the Other Dimensions /
Fairy Realms as a new direction for site energy dowsers to investigate. She
has also pioneered the integration of geomantic concepts with the design
of edible landscapes, using permaculture principles.
On the workshop day, Alanna will be de-mystifying the art of geomancy,
with participants exploring various energetic influences on-site, and learning what methods might be used to restore or create harmony to improve
such.
Learn how to make a geomantic assessment of a place - find out what influential energies there might be, their effects on people and methods to
neutralise/deal with them. From geopathic and electro-stress in the home
or office, to nature spirits outdoors.
Dowsers Society of NSW – September 2015
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- Program 1st session - An overview of environmental energies and methods of dealing with them (with a checklist handout). Demonstration of map dowsing
for environmental energy influences.
2nd session - Geobiology: looking at geopathic stress and exploring the
effects on our auric fields. How to perform Earth Acupuncture to neutralise the problem.
3rd session - Building Biology: discovering the effects of buildings and
electro-stress on our being and finding out how to reduce the negative
impacts.
4th session - Beneficial energies, sacred sites and nature spirits. How to
tap in to them for improved environmental harmony. Stone arrangements
and Power Towers.
What to Bring:
A notebook, pen, any other dowsing equipment you use. Students can
bring their own pendulums, though Alanna will have a few for loan or sale.
When:
Sunday 1st November 2015
The Seminar Registration will begin at 9:00am for a 9:30am start. The
seminar will conclude at 4:30pm.
Where:
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill, Sydney, NSW. (In
the same room as our monthly meetings)
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Title:
Address line 1:

Dowsing Seminar

- Geomantic assessment of a place & House Dowse with Alanna Moore

Registration Form

I would like to register for the Dowsing Seminar

Postcode:

Surname:

on the 1st of November 2015

State:

First name:

Suburb:

Mobile:

Address line 2:

Telephone:
Email:
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or, I made a direct deposit

Cut along dotted line

Please detach this form to register

www.dowsingaustralia.com

Tel: 02-9818-6127 Email: olga.kos@bigpond.com
Please do not send cash

Olga Kosterin
169 / 5 Wulumay Close
Balmain Cove,
ROZELLE NSW 2039

You can pay cash on the day, or preferably make a direct deposit to:
Dowsers Society of NSW Inc. - BSB: 032298, Account #: 173532,
Quote Reference: Your name+1Nov15,
and advise Olga by email of your personal details.
Forward payment with this completed form, or email to:

Cost: $130 members or $150 for non members

			Enclosed is my cheque/money order for $

Speaker for October 18th, 2015
Ned Wolf
- Health & Healing Protocols -

R

ev. Ned Wolf is a counsellor, natural healer,
Reiki Master, conflict mediator and rebirther. He uses herbs, radionics and hands-on
remedies in his natural healing practice and also
leads spiritual support groups and currently
hosts a weekly Dreamtime Meditation Group.
This two-hour presentation will be an exploration of effective dowsing protocols supporting health and healing.
We will discuss various dynamics of healing, including that each of
us has all necessary resources within to correct any imbalance. Therefore, dowsing can be especially useful to determine how we are blocking access to these inner resources.
Ned was trained by Hanna Kroeger as a medical dowser. He will present various tools that are used in these protocols, including the use
of radionics equipment. He will share Hanna’s dowsing methods for
identifying the physical and spiritual causes of illness, from toxins to
genetic imbalances; from suppressed emotions to entities.
Additionally there will be dowsing exercises to determine the levels
of health of each organ and system of the body, as well as correlating
organ dysfunction with symptoms being experienced. In this manner, participants can access a system of healing that has empowered
thousands to recover from acute and chronic illness, cancers, and
inherited impairments.
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm

Website address
www.dowsingaustralia.com
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